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The Walk for a Day trail will pass over land, the Water Quality Protection Lands, 

established to protect the sensitive karst aquifer. The trail requires specific management 

due to the sensitive nature of the karst landscape. This paper explores access management 

techniques and case studies to develop recommendations for management of the Walk for 

a Day trail. This paper concludes that by utilizing techniques such as Limits of 

Acceptable Change and spatial management strategies, and encouraging strong 

stakeholder participation it is possible to develop a recreational trail on sensitive public 

land. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

On any Saturday afternoon in Austin it is possible to find people lounging beside 

Barton Springs Pool, jogging around Lady Bird Lake and mountain biking in the 

Greenbelt.  There are times in the early evening where the Town Lake Hike and Bike 

Trail can feel more congested than I-35, the main highway through Austin.  This desire 

for outdoor activity in Austin is reflected in the number of bike shops, climbing guides 

and outdoor cafes.  The Metropolitan Statistical Area is expected to expand from 1.2 

million in 2000 to nearly 2 million by 2025 (Texas State Data Center, 2009), and there 

will doubtless be a corresponding increase in demand for recreational resources.  With 

the Town Lake Trail shoulder-to-shoulder and Barton Springs using a “one-out-one-in” 

model for most of the summer, Austin needs to provide new recreational opportunities, 

including trails (Slusher, 2008).   

The Walk for a Day (WFAD) trail, which was proposed in 2008, was seen by the 

City of Austin as a way of providing additional recreational facilities without acquiring 

new properties.  The WFAD trail is a 34-mile trail that would utilize a number of city 

owned properties, most notably the Water Quality Protection Lands (WQPL) (LeBlanc, 

2010).  The WQPL is part of the Wildland Conservation Division of Austin Water, a 

utility owned by of the City of Austin. These properties seem ideal for a recreational trail 

because the properties are just south of downtown Austin, are owned by a portion of the 

City of Austin, and stretch almost 20 miles south. However these properties were 

purchased with bond money to “produce the optimum level of clean, high water quality 

water from project lands” (City of Austin, 2009b).  With this stated goal of environmental 

protection and the desire on the part of the City to develop a trail, there is a need to 
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discuss the priorities for the use of the Water Quality Protection Lands and whether it is 

possible for these two uses, environmental and recreational to coexist. 

This situation, where recreational and environmental needs collide, is not unique 

to Austin and is likely to become an issue for cities across the country.  As the demands 

of a growing population increase and land availability decreases, there is a need to 

reevaluate how cities use their land and whether it is possible to manage publicly owned 

property for multiple uses.  By considering how the WFAD trail might exist on the 

WQPL it may be possible to envision a new system of management that would not only 

allow for, but actually optimize environmental and recreational uses. 

The following chapters will present the research and case studies that are used to 

develop management recommendations for developing the WFAD trail on the WQPL. 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the WQPL history, its significance for the City of 

Austin, and introduces the WFAD trail. Chapter 3 presents the American historical 

perspectives on wilderness and discusses the way these perceptions have shaped how 

wilderness spaces have been managed in the past and present. Chapter 4 introduces the 

concept of mixed-use development and suggests it as a model for developing recreational 

open spaces for multiple uses.  Chapter 5 presents techniques that can be used to 

determine “how much is too much” recreational use of sensitive lands and how these 

techniques can be used by land managers to develop user limits based on quantifiable, 

supportable data. Chapter 6 focuses on implementing access management techniques that 

provide on the ground practices which limit and direct recreational use.  In Chapter 7 case 

studies are presented to provide windows into the real world and lessons in management 

for the WFAD trail. Finally, Chapter 8 introduces four recommendations for the 

development of the WFAD trail.  These recommendations, planning, implementation, 
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monitoring and funding, provide guidance for developing the WFAD trail without 

violating the mandate of the WQPL.  

The recommendations in this report will provide means of developing the WFAD 

trail that creates opportunities for recreation and environmental protection. As other 

communities face the same situation as Austin, growing population and decreasing land, 

this model of combined use may provide a practical for meeting the needs of people and 

the planet. It may be possible for the WFAD trail to not only be the model for future trail 

planning in Austin, but also for the rest of Texas and the United States.   
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Chapter 2: Water Quality Protection Lands 

The Water Quality Protection Lands (WQPL) are a collection of properties to the 

south of the City of Austin that have been developed with the specific purpose of 

protecting water quality and quantity for the City of Austin. The stated mission of the 

WQPL is  

“to acquire land in fee title and conservation easement in the Barton Springs 
contributing and recharge zone to provide for the conservation and maintain the 
safety of part of the City’s water supply. The objective is to produce the optimum 
level of clean, high quality water from project lands to recharge the Barton 
Springs segment of the Edwards Aquifer” (City of Austin, 2009b). 

 The WQPL covers 23,577 acres, primarily to the south and west of Downtown Austin.  

This area includes 9,050 acres of purchased property and 14,527 acres of conservation 

easements (City of Austin, 2010). The current extent of the WQPL includes eight distinct 

management units across five primary watersheds.  The management units, Onion Creek, 

Lower Bear, Little Bear, Upper Bear, Slaughter, Upper Barton, Lower Barton and Stenis, 

fall within the Onion Creek, Bear Creek, Slaughter Creek, Barton Creek and Bull Creek  

watersheds (Windhager, et al., 2001). 
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Figure 2.1: Water Quality Protection Lands Property Map 

Source: (City of Austin, 2009c) 

The Edwards (Balcones Fault Zone) Aquifer is a major source of water in Central 

Texas.  The City of San Antonio receives almost all of its water from the Edwards 

Aquifer. All together the aquifer outcrop covers 1,560 square miles while the subsurface 

area is 2,314 square miles (Texas Water Development Board, 2007). The portion of the 

aquifer specified for protection by the WQPL, the Barton Springs Segment, is federally 

designated as the sole source aquifer for an estimated 45,000 residents of Central Texas 

(Hauwert, Litvak, & Sharp, 2005).  Edwards Aquifer water does enter the drinking water 

of downstream communities, however the aquifer water is only a minor contributor, 
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providing a mean flow of 67 cfs to the Colorado River, which has a mean flow of 1970 

cfs in Austin (U.S. Geological Survey, 2010a, 2010b).  

Currently the Barton Springs Segment of the Edwards Aquifer does not provide 

water to the City of Austin. Aquifer water enters the Colorado River downstream of 

where surface water is drawn for municipal use (Austin Water Utility, 2010a). Previously 

Edwards Aquifer water from Barton Springs had been included in the intake of the Green 

Water Treatment plant, an Austin Water Utility intake, but that facility was closed in 

2008 (Austin Water Utility, 2010a; Hauwert, et al., 2005).  

 

Figure 2.2: Location of the Edwards Aquifer in Texas 

 
Source: (U.S. Geological Survey, 2005) 
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One of the key features of the Edwards Aquifer is how quickly the groundwater 

water levels respond to rainfall, drought and pumping. This permeability is due to the 

karst features that are present above the aquifer (Texas Water Development Board, 2007).  

Karst is “terrain usually characterized by barren, rocky ground, caves, sinkholes, 

underground rivers, and the absence of surface streams and lakes. It results from the 

excavating effects of underground water on massive soluble limestone” (Encyclopedia 

Britannica, 2008). In karsted areas, such as the Edwards Aquifer, water can drain rapidly 

into the ground through fractures and caves and emerge in the form of springs, seeps or 

wells.  Karst aquifers are unique because groundwater moves easily between the cavities 

and water levels are not uniform across the extent of the aquifer (Veni, et al., 2001).  

The Edwards Aquifer provides the water in the Barton Springs Pool, one of four 

outflow springs for this section of the aquifer in Austin. Barton Springs Pool, a City of 

Austin Park, is a significant tourist draw, that brings 350,000 paid visitors annually 

(Hauwert, et al., 2005). Apart from being a tourist attraction, Barton Springs Pool is 

home to the endangered Barton Springs salamander (Eurycea sosorum). The species was 

designated as federally endangered in 1997, and has been found in the three springs that 

make up Barton Springs Pool, as well as an upstream spring (Hauwert, et al., 2005; 

Limbacher & Godfrey Architects, 2008).  

Due to the importance of the Barton Springs branch of the Edwards Aquifer, both 

for human welfare and endangered species protection, great emphasis is placed on 

protecting the aquifer.  In 1998, the voters of Austin approved two separate utility bonds 

to purchase title and easements on lands in Travis and Hays counties, that are considered 

important to Edwards aquifer protection (Windhager, et al., 2001). The initial bond 

issuance, $65 million, allowed for the purchase of 15,000 acres of designated sensitive 
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lands.  Additional funds, including a further bond in 2002 and federal funds, allowed for 

additional land acquisition for the WQPL (City of Austin, 2010).  

While the City did float a bond to purchase the WQPL, no further funds have 

been received from the City for the operation or management of the WQPL.  Austin 

Water Utility, which manages the land, funds all their activities through ratepayer fees 

and not from tax dollars. However, the guiding documents for the WQPL dictate that 

“since the utility is not a parks or recreation organization, all facilities and 

accommodations for public access must be funded outside the rate structure, including 

maintenance and upkeep” (Windhager, et al., 2001, p. 6).  This funding situation results 

in a gap in funding and makes the properties, and the WFAD trail, dependent on the 

support of outside funding sources. 

The Land Management Planning Group was established in 1999 by the City of 

Austin to develop a management plan for the WQPL. This group is a public/private 

partnership and included: The Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center, The Nature 

Conservancy of Texas, Creating Common Ground, Loomis Austin, American 

YouthWorks, USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service and Glenrose Engineering 

(City of Austin, 2010). This group completed and submitted a land management plan the 

City on May 19, 2001 (Windhager, et al., 2001). 

  The goals laid out in this 2001 management plan included three main areas: (1) 

issues of land management planning and implementation for water quality and quantity, 

(2) issues which do not directly impact water quality and quantity but are critical to the 

success of the project and  (3) issues not critical to water quality or quantity or to the 

project itself, but enhance the overall quality of the project (Windhager, et al., 2001).  

The original management plan created in 2001 was updated in 2009 to include newly 

purchased properties as well as updated technical information.  
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The WQPL Stakeholder Steering Committee (SSC) was established in 2000, as 

part of the development of the 2001 management plan, helped determine appropriate 

additional uses that the lands could provide beyond their primary purpose of protecting 

water quality and quantity. During the development of the SSC public use plan nearly 

100 stakeholder groups were surveyed to assess their desire for public access to the 

WQPL. Of the 55 responses received, the primary interests were expressed for 

preservation of habitat, public access and use, including recreational trails, and horseback 

riding, and public education.  The leading “hopes, wishes or vision” was the balancing of 

“preservation of the land and its natural resources” and “passive uses such as trails, 

horseback riding and education” (WQPL Stakeholder Steering Committee, 2001, p. 4). 

The recommendations of the SSC, presented to City Council in June 2000, outlined the 

recommended uses for the different WQPL management units.  The WQPL management 

plan finalized in 2001 took these proposed uses into account when considering land 

management. 
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Figure 2.3: Stakeholder Steering Committee Consensus, Recommendations for  
Public Use 

Source: (WQPL Stakeholder Steering Committee, 2001) 

Since the 2001 management plan was approved there have been additional 

management units added to the WQPL. The largest of these new units is Little Bear, 

adjacent to the Lower Bear management unit, which can be seen in Figure 2.1. The Bull 
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Creek Trail, was opened on the Stenis tract in November 2007 (McCabe, 2007) and the 

Slaughter Creek Preserve Trail was opened in February 2010 (Austin Water Utility, 

2010b).  The Bull Creek Trail allows only for hiking and biking, no animals, swimming, 

fishing or campfires are permitted (Bull Creek Foundation, 2007).  The recently opened 

Slaughter Creek trail does permit horses and other animals, alongside hikers and bikers. 

All WQPL trails can be closed temporarily without advanced warning due to their 

sensitive nature, this practice was a recommendation from the 2001 management plan 

(Wildlands Conservation Division, 2010; Windhager, et al., 2001). Social media sites are 

used to notify users of the recreation status of the site (Austin Water Utility, 2010b). 

WALK FOR A DAY 

The largest scale recreational use proposed for the WQPL is the Walk for a Day 

(WFAD) trail project.  The project was formally endorsed by the City of Austin in early 

2009: 

The City Council endorses the development of the Walk for a Day regional trail 
system across its water quality protection lands, park land, and other land in a 
manner that preserves the integrity of the land's natural resources, provides for 
continued protection of water quality and quantity, and offers educational, 
recreational, and fitness opportunities to trail users. (City of Austin, 2009a) 

The City resolved to partner with the Hill Country Conservancy, a local non-profit, to 

complete the trail. Interest in the WFAD trail has grown due to the general scarcity of 

public land across Texas, an increasing demand for recreational open space and a lack of 

open space in northern Hayes County (Slusher, 2008).  The WFAD trail was considered a 

way of remedying these problems.  

Preliminary plans for the WFAD trail have it running 34 miles from Barton 

Springs Pool in the north to Onion Creek in Hays County in the south.  The first phase of 

the WFAD trail, 13 miles, will not cross any of the WQPL management units, until south 
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of Slaughter Lane.  The second phase will travel 21 miles through the Upper Bear, Lower 

Bear, Little Bear and Onion Creek WQPL management units (LeBlanc, 2010). 

Figure 2.4: Conceptual Route for Walk for a Day Trail 

Source: Bury Partners 
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The WFAD trail, which may allow for hiking with our without dogs, biking and 

possibly swimming, (Slusher, 2008) would be crossing lands that, based on the 2001 

Stakeholder Steering Committee (SSC) public use recommendations, do not permit these 

uses.  When Upper Bear, Lower Bear and Onion Creek were considered for recreational 

access by the SSC in 2001, these properties were not approved for these recreational uses 

in the public use recommendations. Upper Bear, the most sensitive of the management 

units, was only approved for educational uses.  While the report does not explicitly define 

educational uses, it does suggest that all educational components be low-impact and does 

specifically indentify approved types of trail access on other properties. All the WQPL 

management units were recommended for educational uses. Both Lower Bear and Onion 

Creek were recommended for hunting, that the report suggests that this would be a 

benefit to help to manage the deer and feral hog populations. Onion Creek was also 

recommended for short trail hiking.  Conditional recommendations for Lower Bear 

allowed for hiking and mountain biking and Onion Creek for hiking, mountain biking and 

horse riding (Windhager, et al., 2001). 

The contrast between the 2001 pubic use recommendations and the WFAD trail as 

being implemented reveals a change in needs and priorities over time. The Hill Country 

Conservancy, who was a stakeholder in the consensus-based 2001 Stakeholder Steering 

Committee for the public use recommendations, is currently at the forefront of the 

movement developing the WFAD trail (Hill Country Conservancy, 2009).  It is unclear 

why the Hill Country Conservancy’s actions are no longer fully aligned with their 2001 

public use recommendations. 

While there is a drive from groups such as the Hill Country Conservancy to 

develop the trail, these lands, purchased with public funds, have an explicit mandate and 

legal requirements of the bond that require water quality and quantity protection. It is 
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questionable whether these competing uses can be balanced so that the land can function 

both for recreation and environmental protection. However, due to differences in land use 

between the WFAD trail plan and the approved 2001 management plan there likely will 

be conflicts and the need for a new recreational management plan to accommodate the 

trail.
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Chapter 3: Historical Perceptions of Wilderness 

While the decision to use the wilderness for recreation may seem commonplace to 

the climbers in the Greenbelt or those hiking the trails at St. Edwards Park in west Austin 

this has not always been the case.  The treatment of wilderness areas has changed over 

time, with a change in the American perspective on wilderness.  This changing 

relationship has produced a lingering tension in the management of resources, 

specifically whether they are to be used or protected. Understanding this relationship is 

important for the WFAD trail because the main question being asked is, should the site be 

protected for environmental and spiritual values, or can be put to good use as a place for 

recreation.  

“Wilderness” areas – those areas defined by the Wilderness Act of 1964 as “an 

area where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man 

himself is a visitor who does not remain“ ("Wilderness Act," 1964) –   have not always 

been considered places of value. The mental shift from wilderness as a place of fear to a 

place of communion is important to understand.  

Many of the historic perceptions of wilderness have been preserved in documents 

including the Bible and within the English language itself (Nash, 2001).  The term 

wilderness is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as “wild or uncultivated land” or 

“a wild or uncultivated region or tract of land, uninhabited or inhabited only by wild 

animals; ‘a tract of solitude and savageness’” (Oxford English Dictionary, 1989).  This 

concept of wilderness can be found in the Bible, where the terms “desert” and “waste” 

are used coming from the same Hebrew or Greek root word as wilderness.  This 
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association between wilderness and desert is not limited to the Judeo-Christian tradition, 

the English word “panic” can be traced back to the fear that ancient Greek travelers 

would feel when hearing strange cries in the wooded areas between cities, the cries 

signaling the arrival of the satyr Pan and his “demoniacal”, lustful presence (Nash, 2001, 

p. 11).   

These feelings were also present in the first European inhabitants of North 

America. The language used by pioneers and settlers to describe the wilderness reflects 

these sentiments. Writing from the time use terms such as “enemy”, “conquer”, 

“subdued”, and “vanquished” when referencing the actions of settlers in the west and 

memoirs contain references to a “struggle with nature” and “converting a wilderness into 

a rich and prosperous civilization” (Nash, 2001, p. 27). 

Despite the negative connotations towards wilderness, there was also great 

reverence for natural spaces, particularly in the American Transcendentalist movement. 

Henry David Thoreau is famous for declaring, “In Wilderness is the preservation of the 

World” (Thoreau, 2007, p. 26).  This concept of wilderness contrasted with the traditional 

Biblical notion of wilderness and began to equate wilderness not with the deserts but with 

Eden itself. This shift, occurring in the mid-nineteenth century, was championed by a 

number of Americans including John Muir.  Muir, a follower of the Transcendentalism 

movement along with Ralph Waldo Emerson and Thoreau, strongly believed that rather 

than conflicting with worship, natural science complemented faith (Capper, 1998; Nash, 

2001).   

While there was a strong movement by the Transcendentalists to see the 

wilderness as a temple, and physical home of the divine, there was a parallel narrative of 

wilderness as a resource for human use. Gifford Pinchot and his professional foresters, 

proposed a doctrine of “wise use” with respect to the wilderness reserves (Nash, 2001). 
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Pinchot saw his practice of conservation through use as tracing back to the Aboriginal 

peoples who inhabited the lands prior to the arrival of Columbus.  In his view it was the 

practice of the “Indians” to hunt only on assigned land and not hunt more than the land 

could produce. This concept of use was present in his perceptions of forestry and, 

ultimately, conservation (Pinchot, 1937).  As head of the US Forest Service, Pinchot 

established a tradition of active forest management for the United States.  He believed in 

making all the natural resources of the United States “productive”. In addition to 

encouraging forest husbandry, he supported the controversial damming of Hetch Hetchy 

Valley to provide water for San Francisco (Balogh, 2002). 

Hetch Hetchy Valley, in Yosemite National Park, is an excellent example of the 

conflicts that began to arise between the utilitarian conservationists, such as Pinchot, and 

the Transcendentalist preservationists, such as Muir.  For Pinchot the use of Hetch 

Hetchy as a water source for San Francisco was more important than the damage that 

would be done to the surroundings. Pinchot stated in 1913 that “I am fully persuaded that 

… the injury … by substituting lake for the present swampy floor of the valley … is 

altogether unimportant compared with the benefits derived from its use as a reservoir”.  

In contrast, Muir felt Pinchot and his followers were nothing more than “money 

grubbers”, and in 1912 stated that “These temple destroyers, devotees of ravaging 

commercialism, seem to have a perfect contempt for nature, and instead of lifting their 

eyes to the God of the mountain, lift them to the Almighty Dollar” (Nash, 2001, p. 161).   

Ultimately, Congress decided to dam Hetch Hetchy, yet it has remained a significant 

battle cry for the wilderness preservation movement (Cronon, 1996). There is still an 

ongoing debate to remove the dam at Hetch Hetchy, evidenced most recently by a $7 

million line item in the 2007 National Park Service budget for a “Hetch Hetchy 

Restoration Study” (Glennon, 2009). This prospect is considered “just plain goofy” by 
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San Francisco city officials as the water being held by the O’Shaughnessy Dam, in the 

Hetch Hetchy valley, supplies water to some 2.6 million people, 80,000 businesses. 

While the hydropower produced powers the lights in the city’s public schools and rapid 

transit system (Glennon, 2009, p. 121). 

This conflict in perception of wilderness as both sacred space and useable 

resource still resonates with theorists today. Anne Spirn, has noted a change in how 

wilderness is perceived, shifting from a “terrifying symbol of chaos” to a “sacred symbol 

of undefiled nature” (1998, p. 18). This shift in perception, she notes, has created a 

parallel shift in how people treat wilderness areas. “To see wilderness as chaos provokes 

fear and prompts flight, perhaps even the urge to destroy; to believe it sacred fosters 

appeal, reverence, and the desire the cherish.” (1998, p. 24)  

Aldo Leopold, a conservationist and professor of game management writing in the 

1940s, represents an attempt to reconcile the views of Muir and Pinchot.  The concept for 

which Leopold is best known is his Conservation Ethic, or land ethic, which shows a 

respect for the intrinsic values of nature but also a recognition of the role of humankind in 

nature. For Leopold the “land ethic simply enlarges the boundaries of the community to 

include soils, water, plants and animals, or collectively: the land” (Leopold, 1949, p. 

204).  However, Leopold’s land ethic went well beyond the standard “wise-use” 

conservation of Pinchot: 

In short, a land ethic changes the role of Homo sapiens from conqueror of the 
land-community to plain member and citizen of it. It implies respect for his 
fellow-members, and also respect for the community as such.” (Leopold, 1949, p. 
204) 

In this definition Leopold places the human into the landscape with plants and animals.  

This shift, brings Leopold to a definition of conservation as “a state of harmony between 

men and land” (Leopold, 1949, p. 207).  This harmony proposes a different relationship 
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between humans and nature than is seen in the works of Pinchot or Muir, and suggests 

that humans belong within the natural community rather than as outsiders who enter the 

wilderness for worship or who direct where and how natural resources are used by 

humans.  Leopold’s narrative of humans in nature is often credited as the philosophical 

foundation for ecological restoration.  

One of the more recent responses to wilderness is to view it as a social 

construction.  For William Cronon wilderness as a cultural myth that, “encourages people 

to ‘preserve’ peopleless landscape that have not existed for a millennia” and “at its worst, 

as environmentalists are beginning to realize, exporting American notions of wilderness 

in this way can become an unthinking and self-defeating form of cultural imperialism” 

(Cronon, 1996, p. 13).  However, Cronon does propose that we can resolve the troubles 

of the construction of wilderness, “if we abandon the dualism that sees the tree in the 

garden as artificial – completely fallen and unnatural – and the tree in the forest as natural 

– completely pristine and wild” (Cronon, 1996, p. 19).   

There have been other attempts to reconcile these differing perceptions of humans 

and the environment, including the works of Fredrick Law Olmsted. Spirn noted, “design 

can reconcile conflict, as Olmsted’s did. He could speak of the sacred qualities of 

Yosemite, the ‘reverent mood’ it evoked, yet condone cutting and planting trees and 

shaping the scene, envisioning future groves and glades sublime” (Spirn, 1998).  

Olmsted, a contemporary of both Pinchot and Muir, was able in his designs to create a 

space that reflected the sacred spaces of wilderness while creating the field of landscape 

architecture. 

The Back Bay Fens in Boston is one example of Olmsted’s attempts at 

reconciliation.  The site includes a constructed salt marsh, which is utilitarian project 

needed to prevent flooding, yet is considered by many residents to be informal and wild, 
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resembling wilderness areas (Meyer, 1997).  While Olmsted’s design intervention was 

one attempt to develop a new relationship between humans and the environment, other 

attempts were to follow. 

William Jordan III, in his essay “Sunflower Forest”, recognizes the importance of 

the humans in the landscape and admonishes environmentalism for encouraging a 

“minimal impact” ethic that marginalizes the role of the humans in the landscape.  For 

Jordan, this has created a generation of people – “hikers, birders and strip miners alike” – 

who are consumers of nature rather than active participants (Jordan, 1993, p. 21).  This 

relation between humans and the landscape has created a mindset of separation between 

different land uses that largely underlies our current land use conditions and conflicts.  

Another approach, ecological restoration, has attempted, not unlike Olmsted or 

Leopold, to bring together humans and the environment in a new relationship.  This 

theory reflects both the tensions and the mutual benefits that are inherent in the 

human/environment relationship. 

 Two contrasting paradigms weave their way through these rationales and add 
tension to their descriptions.  In one, humans stand apart from nature and exploit 
it. Ecological restoration is considered a technical task to be imposed on nature by 
institutional authority to satisfy societal values. The opposing paradigm posits that 
humans comprise an inseparable subset of nature and that nature and culture 
sustain each other. The act of ecological restoration is mutually beneficial and as 
restorative to restorationists as it is to ecosystems.  
(Clewell & Aronson, 2006, p. 421) 

 

This definition of ecological restoration explains much of the tension that is present in the 

other relationships between humans and the environment.  The act of restoration is not 

seen as selfish, since both humans and nature can benefit from the act. The practice of 

ecological restoration can be seen as a way of reconciling humans and the environment, 
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and placing humans in the landscape, not on the outside as either a transcendental 

devotee or fearful homesteader. 

Ecological restoration, utilitarian conservation and transcendentalist preservation, 

have deep roots in the understanding of wilderness in America. The theoretical 

frameworks have aided in the establishment and management of wilderness areas across 

the world.  The WFAD trail is example of this attempt to allow both recreational use and 

environmental protection.  While historically these types of uses were considered 

mutually exclusive, as seen in the conflict between Muir and Pinchot, the ecological 

restoration is a new paradigm for use and preservation. Developing a trail like the WFAD 

trail would have been unthinkable a generation ago, however it may be projects like the 

WFAD trail help redefine the relationship between human and the natural world. 
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Chapter 4: Mixed Use Open Space 

While much has been done in the field of ecological restoration to bring together 

the preservationists and the conservationists, there is another field that can provide 

insight into how a trail can be included in an environmentally protected area.  The shift in 

thinking in the field of urban planning from single to mixed-used development parallels 

the shift in thinking about open space land management.  

The earliest cities incorporated people, resources and services within the safety of 

a city wall or alongside a natural resource such as a river or lake.  Compact and 

contiguous development were valued by the residents of a city or village (Grant, 2004). 

However, by the late 19th century compactness was becoming a concern for city residents. 

In 1894 the Tenement House Committee found that in Manhattan there was a density of 

143.2 persons per acre, more crowded that most European cities. In certain districts of 

Manhattan there were 986.4 persons per acre, what was considered one of the most 

crowded spots on earth at the time. Not only was Manhattan crowded, many of the 

buildings were unsafe and unhygienic (Marcuse, 1980).  

This overcrowding and concerns over the health, safety and welfare of the city 

dwellers began a drive towards separating different types of land uses.  The practice of 

zoning was adopted by many cities in the 1920s as a means of controlling land use.  Early 

American cases, most importantly Village of Euclid, OH v. Ambler Realty Co. upheld the 

rights of a city to zone “[…] in order to minimize the danger of fire or collapse, the evils 

of overcrowding and the like, and excluding from residential sections offensive trades, 
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industries and structures likely to create nuisances” (Callies, Freilich, & Roberts, 2004, p. 

25).  

This policy of zoning, the development of the automobile and Interstate Highway 

System, as well as the desire for quiet seclusion for the growing middle class, supported 

the separation of land uses.  In the Post-WWII era, most western cities had taken on the 

form of a checkerboard, with single uses enclaves of housing or industry set in discreet 

pods along the highway (Fischel, 2004; Grant, 2004). 

The desire to reintegrate uses in the city started becoming popular in the 1960s. 

Environmental concerns as well as concerns about heritage resources due to urban 

renewal helped drive the mixed-use movement (Grant, 2004). Jane Jacobs, a resident of 

New York City and author of The Death and Life of Great American Cities, was a major 

advocate of mixed-use development, which she saw as a product of natural growth in a 

city (Flint, 2009).  

While the term mixed-use is common in the planning literature it has rarely been 

defined. The Urban Land Institute suggested in 1987 that a mixed-use project would be 

one that “develops according to a coherent plan with three or more functionally and 

physically integrated revenue-producing uses” (Grant, 2002, p. 73). The spirit of this is 

better reflected by Jacobs who said that “the district, and indeed as many of its internal 

parts as possible, must serve more than one primary function; preferably more than two. 

These must insure the presence of people who go outdoors on different schedules and are 

in place for different purposes, and who are able to use many facilities in common” 

(Jacobs, 1961, p. 152).   

Advocates for mixed-use development see three types of “mixing” that can occur. 

The first, increasing intensity of land use, is a means of increasing density and providing 

a greater diversity of housing choices within that mix; resulting in an increasingly diverse 
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mix of social and economic groups. Second, increasing the diversity of uses, bring 

together high density residential uses with commercial or office uses; this would result in 

an extended use of the space as workers could use the spaces during the day while 

residents would dominate at night. Finally, advocates of mixed-use developments suggest 

integrating segregated uses. This would entail creating special districts, such as a garment 

district. However, it is recognized not all uses are compatible, and as such not all uses 

should be mixed, although there are some that can be easily reintegrated (Grant, 2002). 

The New Urbanist movement, a major advocate for mixed-use planning has two 

major branches; the Traditional Neighborhood design of Andres Duany and Elizabeth 

Plater-Zyberk and the transit oriented development of Peter Calthorpe (Grant, 2002). 

These movements became popular in the 1990s and have been the basis of many 

developments across the country.  The Congress for the New Urbanism, established in 

1993 by several architects including Calthorpe, Duany and Plater-Zyberk, lists more than 

210 New Urbanist developments in construction or complete in the United States as of 

2007 (Congress for the New Urbanism, 2007). 

While New Urbanism and other mixed-use developments have become 

increasingly popular, the technique of segregating uses is still common.  Real estate 

developers often prefer building standard single-use single-family housing developments 

since the returns on their investment are more reliable (Louw & Bruinsma, 2006).   

The main lessons to be learned from the shift in urban land uses from integrated 

to separated and now re-integrated is that while it was once unthinkable to encourage 

residential and commercial uses in the same parcel, it is now common practice and in 

some places desirable.  This transition can be applied to open spaces, such as the WQPL, 

where combining uses can allow for recreational access to protected areas.  This shift 

from single use to multiple uses in open spaces is not a revolutionary idea, but rather an 
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application of a well-documented process that has been used in cities since the mid 20th 

century. 
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Chapter 5: Determining Limits to Recreational Use in Sensitive Areas 

When considering how many people could and should pass through a given open 

space, the question arises of “how much is too much?” Public lands feel the cumulative 

physical impact of all the feet that pass across it. As a result there is a need to determine 

how many people should be allowed to use a sensitive area.   This question is particularly 

important for the Walk for a Day (WFAD) trail, as there are limits to the resiliency of a 

karst environment.  Due to these constraints on the environment, it is important to know 

where a line is to be drawn on determining the amount and type of recreation to be 

permitted on the Water Quality Protection Lands (WQPL). 

With the development of the automobile and later the development of the 

Interstate Highway System, there was a boom in outdoor camping in the United States 

that started in the late 1940s. This growth suggested the need to understand the resiliency 

of the environment in the face of recreational use. The growth in recreation had a 

corresponding impact on parks and open spaces and raised interests on the part of the 

U.S. Forest Service, the National Park Service and the Boy Scouts of America to develop 

standards to relieve the problems produced by overcrowding (Wagar, 1964).  

Initial concerns about of anthropogenic impacts on the environment, specifically 

from the US Forest Service in the 1960s, assumed that use levels and impacts were 

linearly related. This linear relationship, represented by Curve B on Figure 5.1, is like the 

relationship between total number of hikers and the number of encounters on a hiking 

trail, where the increase in hikers causes a proportional increase in the number of 

encounters on a hiking trail (McCool & Lime, 2001; Potter & Manning, 1984). However, 
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there has been increasing information suggesting a more curvilinear relationship between 

use and impact, similar to Curves A and C on Figure 5.1, where the linear relationship is 

distorted.  An example of a curvilinear relationship can be seen in the relationship 

between atmospheric CO2 and time, where the level of in the atmosphere grew slowly at 

first before, before growing rapidly (UNEP, 2009) , as seen on Curve C (McCool & 

Lime, 2001).  

Figure 5.1: Use Level and Impact Relationships 

 
Source: (McCool & Lime, 2001) 

Research has suggested two different approaches for estimating the limits of 

recreational uses: an older technique known as carrying capacity and a newer technique 

called Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC). These techniques utilize different 
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methodologies for determining limits. Carrying capacity largely focuses on defining 

loads and limits based on quantitative data and analysis. LAC expands the scope of 

carrying capacity to include user-defined limits in assessing reasonable impacts to the 

environment. 

It is important when establishing recreational use limits for a site to consider how 

such environmental and social carrying capacities are determined.  The limits derived 

from either carrying capacity or LAC analysis will impact the ability of individuals to 

access certain recreational resources, for example by limiting the number of people 

allowed to whitewater raft the Grand Canyon.  This limit is based on a number 

determined by the park and directly impacts the accessibility of the park (McCool & 

Lime, 2001).  If the manager does not understand the calculations behind the limits, it 

would be more challenging for them to defend management practices that are a result of 

those figures.  

CARRYING CAPACITY 

One way this “how much is too much?” question has been addressed in biology is 

through the concept of carrying capacity. Simply put, “[a]n environment’s carrying 

capacity is its persistently supportable load” (Catton, 1986). Generally, this is taken to 

mean that there is a maximum species population that can be supported indefinitely 

without impacting habitat productivity (Rees, 1996).  The term carrying capacity 

originates from biology and is when “all the available incoming energy is needed to 

sustain all the basic structures and functions”.  There are two different carrying 

capacities, the maximum carrying capacity and the lower optimum carrying capacity 

(Odum & Barrett, 2004, p. 127). However, a more relevant interpretation would be that 

carrying capacity be the maximum “load” that can be imposed on an environment by 
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humans rather than a maximum population that can be supported (Rees, 1996). Or “ … 

the capability of the environment to cater for a maximum aggregate user satisfaction 

while taking into account the views of the people already there” (Barkham, 1973, p. 218).   

More recently there have been changes in the calculation of carrying capacity not only to 

include the biophysical characteristics (soils, topography, and vegetation), but also the 

social factors (mode of travel, season of use, group size and behavior), management 

policies and the tolerance of users on the impacts to natural resources by humans (Prato, 

2001).  

There are different methods for determining the ecological impacts of recreation 

and determining a physical carrying capacity of a site. The National Park Service 

currently uses two different methods of modeling physical carrying capacity, an ex post 

adaptive ecosystem management model and an ex ante multiple attribute scoring test of 

capacity.  The different models help produce qualitative charts that show whether the 

current conditions within the parks are compliant with the determinations of carrying 

capacity and ecosystem health (as determined by scientists) and which management 

strategies will best bring the park into compliance with carrying capacity (Prato, 2001). 

In addition to ensuring that the environmental wonders that visitors come to see 

are protected, it is also important to consider crowding and general parameters of social 

carrying capacity.  Social carrying capacity can be seen as the connection between use of 

the site and crowding (Manning, Valliere, Minteer, Wang, & Jacobi, 2000).  This issue of 

crowding in wilderness spaces is important as many consider solitude one of the 

overriding values of wilderness, and that “When too many people use the same area, the 

traditional wildland values are lost” (Wagar, 1964, p. 2). 

When considering crowding as a means for determining social carrying capacity, 

there are a number of factors to consider.  Generally, there is a varying tolerance for 
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crowding and normative behaviors based on the location and behavior of the visitor. In a 

study carried out by Manning et al. (2000) hikers on a popular and well used trail 

observed two photos of that trail, one with hikers and cyclists and the other photo with 

only hikers. The survey respondents saw the scene that included cyclists as less 

acceptable that the photo with only hikers.  Similarly, visitors to less traveled areas of the 

site were less tolerant, to a statistically significant extent, of seeing other visitors.  These 

data suggests that there is a significantly subjective nature to crowding and limits based 

on perceptions of crowding need to be tailored to the user group, activity and specific 

region of the site. 

The carrying capacity method has historically been used as a means of 

determining the limits of access to sensitive areas and as such is the framework upon 

which limits to areas, such as the Grand Canyon, have been established (Stewart & Cole, 

2001). There are no exact methods for determining either physical or social carrying 

capacity. These techniques are open to interpretation by experts tasked with determining 

the carrying capacity, and as a result can appear somewhat arbitrary.  Due to the 

important management decisions, including degree of accessibility, it is important to 

understand how the associated limits are determined.   The carrying capacity method 

generally is focused on numbers and scientific study and is often undertaken within an 

agency, with little to no public involvement.  

LIMITS OF ACCEPTABLE CHANGE METHOD 

While carrying capacity is a popular technique for determining recreational access 

limits, no single technique has emerged as an industry standard for determining limits to 

recreation on sensitive lands. Over time the practice of determining use limits has shifted 

away from absolute limits and caps of the carrying capacity system towards a system that 
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establishes management goals based on both scientific and public inputs (McCool & 

Lime, 2001).  

The Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) method is an example of this policy 

shift and reflects a change in understanding the impacts of humans on the environment 

that is not taken into account by the carrying capacity method.  The LAC model, first 

published by the U.S. Forest Service in 1985 and applied to the Bob Marshall Wilderness 

Complex in 1987, is currently used around the globe in a number of different parks and 

sensitive areas (Cole & Stankey, 1997; Eagles & McCool, 2002). The LAC planning 

system generally represents a “rational, science-based planning process articulated in the 

implementation of indicators, standards, and monitoring applied across different 

opportunity classes within Wilderness” (Krumpe & McCool, 1997, p. 16).   

LAC differs from more traditional methods of defining carrying capacity and 

determining a maximum number of visitors by evaluating the limits of visitor 

acceptability on biophysical and social processes (Prato & Fagre, 2005). When using 

LAC, the management of a sensitive site is focused on staying within the “maximum 

acceptable deviations from (1) the ‘natural range of variation’ in ecological conditions 

and (2) a ‘pristine wilderness experience’” (Cole & Stankey, 1997, p. 6).   

An example of the LAC process can be seen in the Daniel Boone National Forest 

revised Forest Plan of 2007. Daniel Boone National Forest in Kentucky established in 

1937 covers 707,000 acres of rugged terrain, including 3,400 miles of sandstone cliffs, in 

the Appalachian foothills. The process consisted of seven steps: (1) Issues and Concerns, 

(2) Indentifying and Describing Opportunity Zones, (3) Select Indicators of Resource and 

Social Conditions, (4) Inventory Existing Resource and Social Conditions, (5) Specify 

Measurable Standards for the Resource Indicators, (6) Indentify Alternate Opportunity 

Zone Allocations and (7) Identify Management Actions for Each Alternative (Daniel 
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Boone National Forest, 2007). The public was invited to participate in steps 1, 2 and 3, as 

well as 5 and 6.  Forest Service Staff, universities and volunteers worked on Step 4, 

Inventory Existing Resource and Social Conditions, and Step 7, Management Actions. 

The process took nearly three years to complete and resulted in the revision of the Forest 

Plan and further working on managing the Red River Gorge area. (Daniel Boone National 

Forest, 2005, 2007, 2010)  

There are criticisms of the LAC method.  One of these points of controversy is 

that the LAC manages to an “acceptable” condition, not a desired or unacceptable 

condition (Cole & Stankey, 1997).  This question of what is acceptable is not outwardly 

defined within the LAC method.  This is left open to the participants of the process, with 

the guidance of technical experts, and means the definition of acceptable is left to those 

who are developing the plan.  This role played by the public can be concerning, as certain 

user groups and interests may be able to unduly influence the management plan or poorly 

informed public may develop a management plan that does not meet all the needs of the 

lands being managed. However, the public involvement of the LAC process can result in 

a plan providing the greatest degree of community consensus, which can be valuable for 

future decision making processes (Eagles & McCool, 2002).  However, this does result in 

a condition of “compromise” (Cole & Stankey, 1997, pp. 7-8).  

There are a number of other techniques for determining limits to access for 

sensitive areas. These techniques include Limits to Acceptable Change, Visitor Impact 

Management, Visitor Experience and Resource Protection, Tourism Optimization 

Management Model, and Visitor Activity Management Planning (Eagles & McCool, 

2002; Prato & Fagre, 2005).  These systems were established out of the failures to 

develop numerical recreational carrying capacities and were designed to provide 

guidelines for access management on sensitive lands (Eagles & McCool, 2002). All of 
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the different methods require initial statements from the parks on the management 

priorities and they all involve understanding the issues and conflicts present in sensitive 

area; they also all require ongoing involvement with the public (Eagles & McCool, 

2002). 

These various techniques have been applied to many different types of sensitive 

lands to provide insights and guidelines on “how much is too much”. Over time these 

different systems have evolved unique techniques for determining limits and managing 

access.  Both carrying capacity and LAC provide an important theoretical framework for 

determining the use levels that should be permitted for sensitive areas.  
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Chapter 6: Access Management Techniques 

After using either carrying capacity or Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) to 

determine how many people should be admitted to a site, access management techniques 

are used to enforce these limits.  The most well known, and stereotypical, of these 

techniques would be the “keep off the grass” sign. The two most common techniques, use 

limits and spatial management strategies, have been popular at different time periods.  

These techniques are relevant to the Walk for a Day (WFAD) trail, due to the sensitive 

nature of the karst features, as well as the risks associated with the cave features. Both 

techniques should be considered as a way of minimizing user impacts. Considering the 

current state of many of Austin’s parks, many of which show signs of overuse, it is 

important to implement access management techniques.  Because there are no dedicated 

funds for the management for the Water Quality Protection Lands (WQPL), additional 

considerations for physical access management strategies are needed for the site.   

USE LIMITS 

The oldest access management technique, dating back to the 1970s, was use 

limits.  These limits can take the form of restrictions on the actions of individuals who are 

using the resource (group size, the length of a stay, or the means of transport while on the 

site) or overall limits on the total number of people allowed to use the sensitive area 

during a set period by means of entry and use permits (McCool & Stankey, 2001).  

The first instances of use limits to regulate access occurred in the 1970s, when 

certain whitewater rivers required the issuance of use permits. The Grand Canyon 

National Park began limiting access to recreational boaters (whitewater canoeists, 

kayakers and rafters) in 1972, when a limit of 96,500 annual use-days was established as 
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the maximum capacity for the Colorado River (McCool & Lime, 2001).  During this era 

permits were similarly required for backcountry camping in Yosemite and Kings Canyon 

National Parks. These techniques were not just limited to wilderness areas in the western 

United States, and were also used in eastern parks such as Isle Royale National Park, 

located in Minnesota and Michigan (Freimund & Cole, 2001). 

Use limits, particularly as they relate to the number of people admitted to a 

sensitive area have been controversial.  Following the initial implementation of use limits 

in the 1970s there was a flurry of litigation and civil disobedience (McCool, 2000). Many 

felt wilderness travel was an escape from the heavily regulated and restricted urban 

lifestyle (McCool & Stankey, 2001).  Others believed the techniques for rationing permits 

were inherently discriminatory.  A rationing system such as a reservation system favor 

those who can plan in advance while a waiting list can discriminate against people who 

are older, as it may take many years to receive a permit (Eagles & McCool, 2002).   

Grand Canyon National Park is one park that has used a rationing system to 

access for rafting the Colorado River. Until 2006 a waiting list was utilized to distribute 

use permits, leading to a nearly 10 year wait for use permits (Eagles & McCool, 2002).  

In 2006 the park implemented a weighted lottery system, to increase the odds for those 

individuals who have never run the river or have done so more than five years ago 

(National Park Service, 2006a).  This adapted approach to permit distribution has reduced 

the waiting list from 7,296 people prior to 2006 to 3,494 in 2010. Additional trips were 

allowed in the 2008 lottery, many of which were allocated or won by people who had 

been on the waitlist. The entire backlog on the waitlist is expected to be cleared at the 

latest by 2028, while still allocating a majority of the slots for new applicants (Grand 

Canyon National Park, 2010a, 2010b).   
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However, lottery systems are not without challenges.  The lottery system for the 

Selway Wild and Scenic River in Idaho is only able to grant permits to less than 3% of 

groups who apply to run the river. Lotteries, like all rationing techniques, can be seen as 

discriminatory, as they provide advantages to certain user groups, including the young or 

the well prepared who can apply early enough to obtain a permit within a relatively short 

timeframe (Eagles & McCool, 2002). This is one of the reasons why recreational users 

dislike use limits. 

Use limits are utilized as a means of protecting sensitive areas from degradation.  

While they have many negative consequences on those seeking recreation are still used in 

a number of well-known and heavily trafficked areas. While use limits are generally 

unpopular, when asked if access should be limited due to damage to resources, research 

has indicated that the public frequently accepts restrictions (McCool & Stankey, 2001). 

SPATIAL MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

Spatial management strategies take a different approach by attempting to manage 

the behavior of users rather than limit the number of users. These strategies arose in the 

1970s and 1980s out of concerns about, and dislike of, use limits (Freimund & Cole, 

2001).  While the determination of use limits is based on a carrying capacity style 

analysis, spatial management strategies more closely resemble a Limits of Acceptable 

Change style analysis. 

Spatial management follows four distinct typologies: (1) spatial segregation, 

where users are physically separated from the sensitive resources, (2) spatial containment 

strategy, where users are constrained to a specific area to minimize the impact, (3) spatial 

dispersal strategy, where users are spread throughout a site to minimize impact and 

crowding and (4) spatial configuration strategy, where visitor impact is minimized by the 
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spatial arrangement of the facilities (Leung & Marion, 1999). Figure 6.1 shows examples 

of these four techniques. 

Figure 6.1: Illustration of Spatial Strategies for Managing Visitor Impacts 

Source: (Leung & Marion, 1999) 

These spatial management techniques take on a number of different forms 

including use zoning, physical barriers, regulations, Leave No Trace education, and 

campground and trail network layout.  These strategies have a range of impacts and 

effectiveness.  Generally spatial segregation is useful for separating non-compatible 

recreational groups, and is not widely used; however, this strategy may become 
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increasingly common in an interest of managing for user solitude.  Spatial containment is 

the most widely used strategy in managing backcountry trails, and was generally well 

received because the carefully selected and managed trails prevent users from creating 

their own trails. Spatial dispersal strategies were somewhat less effective than other 

spatial management techniques due to the difficulty in dispersing users so much that they 

do not create lasting damage to vegetation. Also this technique will often cause impacts 

to be shifted from one area to another and cause the overall level of impact to increase.  

The final strategy, spatial configuration, while less effective in the backcountry, works 

well when providing visitor facilities.  The foot traffic patterns can be influenced by the 

location of services, particularly when designed in relation to topography.  

The most effective outcomes occur when these techniques are used in 

combination.  Shenandoah National Park has, since 1999, positively utilized all the above 

strategies in their front and backcountry areas to influence user behavior (Leung & 

Marion, 1999). However, there are challenges to this system of management. For 

example, environmental deterioration can occur much more quickly than it can be noticed 

and rehabilitated.  Impacts can occur rapidly and rehabilitation of a site takes much 

longer than its deterioration.  It can take up to six years in the Delaware Valley and thirty 

years in Glacier National Park for evidence of recreation to disappear from closed 

campsites (Cole, 2004).  

As the history of carrying capacity and recreation management shows, there has 

been little consensus on whether use limits or spatial management techniques are more 

beneficial in protecting wilderness areas. However, it is generally agreed that any 

recreation carrying capacity established for a site is not an inherent value, but rather a 

value judgment.  When determining ‘how much is too much for a site,’ a land manager is 

often making a decision based on his or her own opinion.  It is not uncommon for a 
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manager to set a recreational carrying capacity without any formal ecological or social 

evaluation.  Much of recreation management is subjective, and depends on a qualitative 

decision (Cole, 2001). Due to the subjective nature of so many management decisions it 

is important to provide the manager with as much information from both technical 

experts and user groups. This system of public input and technical expertise is similar to 

the situation faced by city councils and zoning commissions.  By using systems such as 

LAC or carrying capacity a manager can better understand, develop and implement the 

appropriate site management strategy. In addition, by obtaining public consensus and 

buy-in, the greatest degree of compliance can be achieved. 
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Chapter 7: Implementation of Access Management Protocols  
Case Studies 

While theories on the development of recreation access management plans are 

valuable to the Walk for a Day (WFAD) trail plan it is helpful to review real cases where 

these theories have been applied.  The projects reviewed in the chapter provide windows 

into the realities of managing a site from the perspective of environmental protection and 

recreational access. By considering these techniques and practices within a selection of 

case studies, it is possible to see which have been most successful in locations similar to 

the Water Quality Protection Lands (WQPL).   

When choosing the case studies a number of factors were considered. These case 

studies, Wind Cave National Park, Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest, and the 

Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife Refuge, and the Balcones Canyonlands 

Preserve represent different types of land management and cover a diverse range of 

ecological regions. Additionally most of these plans comply with federal statutes, in 

particular a National Park Karst and Cave Management Plan, a USDA Forest Plan and a 

US Fish and Wildlife Comprehensive Conservation Plan. Although the WQPL is not 

under federal jurisdiction, it is appropriate to use Federal level case studies, as they will 

provide excellent insight and thorough documentation of their procedures.   

There are a number of specific criteria that were applied when choosing the 

federal level case studies.  These criteria required that the plan: 

• fall within the scale of the desired level of management 

• has a clear and discreet management plan 
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• has a management plan developed within the last 15 years 

• deals primarily with foot and bicycle traffic  

• preferably involve a karsted landscape. 

From these parameters the federal case studies selected include: 

• Wind Cave National Park because it deals directly with the issues of access in 
karst environment; 

• USDA Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest as it has a very recent, but 
settled, management plan that has required some significant work on bike access; 

• Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife Refuge as it relates a system currently 
in place in the Austin area. 

 

The final case study, the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve, is not a federally 

managed property, but a group of properties owned by Austin Water Utility, to protect 

endangered species. This case study has the greatest number of similarities to the WQPL, 

and provides insights into how the process of adding recreational access to Austin Water 

lands using a consensus-based approach.  

WIND CAVE NATIONAL PARK  

The Cave and Karst Resource Management Plans for Wind Cave National Park in 

South Dakota, released in 2007, provides insight into how the National Parks Service has 

managed a karst resource for both recreation and preservation. There are similarities 

between Wind Cave and the WQPL as both sites have extensive karst resources it wishes 

to protect. However, Wind Cave allows for recreational access into its caves, while the 

WQPL visitors are limited to the surface access only. Water quality and quantity is an 

issue for the WQPL as well as the Wind Cave.  Drip water issues can be found at Wind 

Cave as much of the parks infrastructure has been built directly above the cave system. 
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Runoff from parking lots, with nitrates, chloroform, caffeine, toluene and other pollutants 

have been found in the drip water (Wind Cave National Park, 2007).   

Wind Cave is home to an extensive cave system, one of the oldest in the world, as 

well as 28,295 acres of mixed-grass prairie that is home to bison, elk, pronghorn, mule, 

whitetail deer, coyotes, and prairie dogs. The cave system itself, formed with in a 

limestone bedrock, includes two entrances, five natural blowholes, and 120 miles of 

passages.  Due to its significance as one of the world’s premier maze caves and its unique 

and elaborate cave features, it is a popular destination for recreational visitors. The Park 

was established in 1903, the 7th national park in the United States. The primary purpose 

of the park was to protect Wind Cave, however in 1935 the boundaries were extended to 

include rangeland formerly managed by the USDA (Wind Cave National Park, 2007). 
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Figure 7.1: Location of Wind Cave National Park 

 
Source: (Jewel Cave National Monument, 2007) 

The official management policy by the National Park Service for managing caves, 

NPS Management Policies 2006, 4.8.1.2 and 4.8.2.2, states that,  

“The Service will manage karst terrain to maintain the inherent integrity of its 
water quality, spring flow, drainage patterns, and caves.  […] The Service will 
manage caves in accordance with approved cave management plans to perpetuate 
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the natural systems associated with caves… No development or uses, including 
those that allow for general public entry, … will be allowed in, above, or adjacent 
to caves until it can be demonstrated that they will not unacceptably impact 
natural cave conditions, including sub-surface water movements. Developments 
already in place above caves will be removed if they are impairing or threatening 
to impair natural conditions or resources.”  (National Park Service, 2006b, pp. 54-
55) 

The National Park Service defines “unacceptable impact” as an impact that would “be 

inconsistent with a park’s purposes or values, […] impede the attainment of a park’s 

desired future conditions […] or create an unsafe or unhealthful environment for visitors 

or employees, or  diminish opportunities for current or future generations to enjoy, […] 

or  unreasonably interfere with park programs or activities, […]” (National Park Service, 

2006b, p. 159). Additionally, the official policy for recreation in the Parks states that 

“These recreational uses of wilderness will be of a type and nature that ensures that its 

use and enjoyment (1) will leave it unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as 

wilderness, (2) provides for the protection of the area as wilderness, and (3) provides for 

the preservation of wilderness character”.  Additionally, it is noted “Recreational uses—

particularly new and emerging activities that compromise the stated purposes and 

definitions of wilderness or unduly impact the wilderness resource or the visitor 

experience within wilderness—will be evaluated to determine if these uses are 

appropriate or should be limited or disallowed …  Recreational uses that do not meet the 

purposes and definitions of wilderness should be prohibited in NPS wilderness” (National 

Park Service, 2006b, p. 86). 

Wind Cave utilizes the Desired Future Conditions method to define the 

management strategies. This strategy, a component of a LAC method mentioned in 

Chapter 4, sets the desired future conditions and establishes techniques that meet this 

goal.  The Surface Management component of the Wind Cave Plan, which is most 

relevant to the WQPL, states that the desired future condition is that “management 
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activities will have minimal or no negative impact on karst and cave resources” (Wind 

Cave National Park, 2007, p. 39).  The plan dictates that for recreational access to the 

caves groups be limited in size and led by a formal tour leader, for off-trail use leaders be 

certified, and that trips obtain approval or special use permits.  Specific behaviors that are 

forbidden or permitted for all users (Wind Cave National Park, 2007).  Additionally, pets 

are forbidden from both cave and surface trails and all excrement must be removed. 

Horses and pack animals are allowed, by permit only, for surface use on the site (Davila, 

2010). 

Water quality management is also important to Wind Cave, the major issues 

outlined earlier was first mitigated in 2005 with the construction of concrete, rather than 

asphalt, parking lots to limit the release of hydrocarbons that had been present with the 

“melting” of the asphalt due to dripping gasoline and antifreeze. As well, a drainage 

system was installed to filter the runoff and move it away from the main cave areas 

(Wind Cave National Park, 2007). In 2008, the Park received funding for a three-year 

study titled “Tracking Karst Ground-Water Flow to Assess Water Quality Impacts in 

Wind Cave National Park.” The study intends to look at the impacts of anthropogenic 

stress on the ground water in the area using water quality readings, and dye tracings 

(Horrocks & Ohms, 2008).  There has yet to be any data released from this study that 

would show if the groundwater was improved by the change from asphalt to concrete in 

parking areas. 

Wind Cave National Park provides many important lessons about karst resources 

alongside recreation. The National Park Service Management Policies recognize the 

importance of the karst features as well as an understanding of the dual needs of 

recreation and protection. There are a number of lessons directly applicable to the WFAD 

trail, specifically that Wind Cave shows the importance of training and informing 
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recreational users and ensuring that permits are used to track users. These limits prevent 

damage to the ecosystem as well as protecting the users themselves from the conditions 

within the caves by ensuring that users are prepared. As well, recognizing the possible 

impacts that motor vehicles can have on the karst system and establishing a parking 

managing system that would minimize the possibility of allowing runoff of contaminated 

of water into the karst system.  These lessons can be applied to the WFAD trail in the 

form of parking lot design at the trailheads, and developing a system of educating users 

on minimizing their impact, including picking up their dog feces. Less relevant is the 

information about managing sub-surface karst resources for recreation, as caving is not a 

component of the WQPL or WFAD mandates. 

BEAVERHEAD-DEERLODGE NATIONAL FOREST  

The Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest is an interesting case study for 

recreation management as it primarily uses dispersed recreation.  The forest, which 

covers 3.38 million acres in southwestern Montana, is part of the Greater Yellowstone 

Ecosystem.  The site straddles the continental divide and is home to a great variety of 

species, numerous river headwaters and uncrowded backcountry recreation.  Within the 

forest there are 219,000 acres of designated Wilderness and 1.8 million acres of 

inventoried roadless area.  The forest has 2,600 miles of trails, the majority of which are 

available to hikers, horseback riders and mountain bikers while half of the trails permit 

motorcycle or ATV uses.  In 2005 the forest had 5,700 visits per year, although there is a 

projected growth of visits in 10 percent over the next decade (Beaverhead-Deerlodge 

National Forest, 2009). 
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Figure 7.2: Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest, 2008 

 
Source: (Beaverhead-Deerlodge Partnership, 2008) 

The managing plan for the site is the Forest Plan. The Forest Plan developed as a 

result of the National Forest Management Act of 1976, which required a “comprehensive 
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assessment of present and anticipated uses” be made ("National Forest Management Act 

of 1976," 1976). This process includes the development of desired conditions, defining 

areas of suitability, and the creation of guidelines and standards for the forest (USDA 

Forest Service, 2008).  

The Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest underwent this process and published 

its Forest Report in 2009. Within that report were a number of goals, for environment, 

timber harvesting and recreation. The goal for road and trail use include: 

“A system of routes and areas designated for non-motorized and motorized use 
are identified and available for public use. A Roaded or Backcountry recreation 
allocation does not determine the motorized status of any route, including the 
CDNST [Continental Divide National Scenic Trail], within those allocations. A 
non-motorized recreation allocation (Summer Non- Motorized, Recommended 
Wilderness, or designated Wilderness) does close all routes within the area to 
motorized use. 

Resources are protected and user conflicts are minimized by allowing motorized 
wheeled travel only on designated routes and areas. Established routes to 
dispersed campsites are recognized as part of the Forest transportation system. A 
system of trails designated for nonmotorized uses are also identified and available 
for public use” (Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest, 2009, p. 31). 

These goals show the desire to minimize conflict between user groups by separating 

those uses. It is important to note that for the National Forests human powered mountain 

bikes are still considered a motorized vehicle, and restricted to a reduced number of trails 

(Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest, 2009). 

This policy of reducing conflict through separate trails for motorized users has 

come under fire from mountain bikers.  The International Mountain Bike Association 

(IMBA) has advocated on behalf of cyclists who were opposed to the closing of nearly 

315 miles of single-track mountain bike trail in the Beaverhead-Deerlodge National 

Forest (Chaney, 2009).  The decision is the result of the designation of portions of the 

Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest as wilderness where mechanized transport, 
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including mountain bikes, are not allowed.  The Revised Forest Plan specifies that there 

be areas, outside of Wilderness tracts and away from motorized area, for mountain biking 

(Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest, 2009). This compromise restricts cycling and 

decreases on-trail conflicts, however it has caused frustration in the recreational mountain 

biking community in Montana and across the country because they are no longer able to 

access the same extent of trails in the national forest (Vankat, 2007).  

A lesson that can be learned from the Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest is 

that the reduction of on-trail conflict may come at the cost of off-trail conflicts. One 

efficient way of reducing the conflict between hikers and bikers is to provide them with 

their own separate trails. This does result in an increase in trails which can have negative 

effects. Additionally, the decision to eliminate or reduce the amount of recreational 

options of a stakeholder, such as the mountain biking community, can cause considerable 

conflict, and reduce community support.  When considering the WFAD trail, it is 

important to ensure minimal on-trail conflicts and to reduce the likelihood of off-trail 

conflicts by allowing user groups to be involved in the decision making process, 

increasing buy-in on the plan.  

BALCONES CANYONLANDS NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 

The Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife Refuge is an excellent case study 

for the WQPL.  The Balcones Canyonlands Wildlife Refuge is located in western Travis 

County and experiences similar geology, flora and fauna to the to the WQPL. While there 

are some differences in surrounding population and ease of access, this case study can 

give region specific information about managing recreation in the greater Balcones 

region. 
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The Balcones Canyonlands Wildlife Refuge was established in 1992 under the 

authority of the Endangered Species Act of 1973.  The property covers 80,000 acres in 

Travis, Williamson and Burnet counties, and is responsible for conserving two 

endangered birds, the golden-cheeked warbler, the black-capped vireo and a number of 

karst invertebrates (Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife Refuge, 2001). 

Figure 7.3: Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife Refuge, Regional Context 

 
Source: (Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife Refuge, 2001) 

The four stated goals of the BCWNR are: 

 1) Conserve the full range of natural biological diversity within the Edwards 
Plateau ecosystem including landscapes, communities, populations and species;  
2) Promote conservation of water quality and quantity for human and natural 
resource benefits;  
3) Provide high quality recreational experiences to the extent these activities 
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support the resource and priorities identified by the ecosystem team; and  
4) Promote an awareness, understanding, and appreciation of natural resources 
and the human role in the environment. (Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife 
Refuge, 2001, pp. 5-6) 

The BCWNR is not unique in indentifying recreation as a priority.  The National 

Wildlife Refuge Improvement Act of 1997 requires compatible wildlife-dependent 

recreational opportunities, including hunting, figuring, wildlife observation, photography 

and environmental education (Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife Refuge, 2001).  

Recreation plays a significant role in defining the goals of the Balcones Canyonlands 

Wildlife Refuge and is reflected in the management strategy for the site. 

Recreation uses are limited in the BCWNR by the endangered species that reside 

there, particularly during nesting seasons.  The techniques outlined by the Balcones 

Canyonlands Wildlife Refuge include placing recreational uses to the perimeter of the 

site and along major roadways to minimize conflicts between uses.  Guided tours and 

special events are utilized to permit access to areas generally closed to the public. The use 

of specific closures, particularly mid-March to April during mating season, and 

observation decks minimize environmental impact while allowing for recreation 

(Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife Refuge, 2001).   

One of the techniques used at the BCWNR is restriction of uses, with certain user 

groups, such as cyclists, not allowed on the site. Hiking trails have been installed in the 

Refuge at the Doeskin Ranch Public Use Area and the Warbler Vista and Sunset Deck.  

These two sites provide nearly 7.5 miles of hiking trails and are off-limits to any other 

type of travel (Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife Refuge, 2009). 

Balcones Canyonlands Wildlife Refuge uses a number of recreation management 

techniques and has avoided the need for a total use limits for its site.  While, the presence 
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of endangered species has forced the establishment of season specific techniques, while 

still permitting access and recreation. 

The Balcones Canyonlands Wildlife Refuge, due to its relative proximity to the 

WQPL provides some important information about managing recreation in Central 

Texas.  Specifically, the case study shows the willingness of users to accept absolute 

restrictions to use of the sites during given periods, in this case the mating seasons of the 

Black-Capped Vireo and the Golden-Cheeked Warbler. Additionally, the local user 

groups are already acclimated to certain use conditions, such as separated uses and 

guided tours.  These techniques, which implement components of both use restrictions 

and spatial management, have been successfully used on this site.  However, a direct 

correlation between the Balcones Canyonlands Wildlife Refuge and the WQPL is not 

reasonable because of the increased population density and potential trail users 

surrounding the WQPL. 

BALCONES CANYONLANDS PRESERVE 

The Balcones Canyonlands Preserve provides a different type of case to the 

previous three.  The Balcones Canyonlands Preserve is not Federally managed but rather, 

like the WQPL, is run by Austin Water.  The Balcones Canyonlands Preserve shows how 

recreational access management can take place on properties managed by the same 

organization. This case is intended to show how a participatory, consensus based 

approach can be used to increase access in sensitive areas. 

The Balcones Canyonlands Preserve  was created in 1996 to secure the habitats of 

endangered and threatened species in western Travis County.  The Balcones Canyonlands 

Preserve was created by and is managed under, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 

permit PRT-788841 and issued under Section 10(a)1(B) of the Endangered Species Act. 
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The City of Austin and Travis County are the Permit Holders and are primarily 

responsible for compliance with the regulations. As of 2007 27,852 acres are held in 

seven macrosites. The permit requires that 30,428 acres be designated as a protected 

reserve; currently the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve is at 91.5% of the required acreage.  

The Balcones Canyonlands Preserve is not to be confused with the Balcones 

Canyonlands National Wildlife Refuge, a 20,000 acre federally managed wildlife refuge 

established in 1992 (Balcones Canyonlands Preserve, 2007).  

Figure 7.4: Balcones Canyonlands Preserve Properties Map 
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Source: (Travis County, 2009) 

The primary reason for the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve, as well as the 

Balcones Canyonlands Wildlife Refuge, being established was in response to a number of 

endangered and threatened species in the area.  In October of 1987, the black-capped 

vireo (Vireo atricaillus) was listed by the USFWS as an endangered species. This was 

followed in 1988 with the endangered designation of five karst-dwelling invertebrates: 

Tooth Cave pseudoscorpion (Tartarocreagris texana), Tooth Cave spider (Neoleptoneta 

myopica), Tooth Cave ground beetle (Rhadine persophone), Kretschmarr Cave mold 
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beetle (Texamaurops reddelli), and Bee Creek Cave harvestman (Texella reddelli). A 

later taxonomic revision identified six endangered karst-dwelling invertebrates, adding 

the Bone Cave harvestman (Texella reyesi).  In 1990 the golden-cheeked warbler 

(Dendroica chrysoparia) was listed as an endangered species. Additionally, there are 72 

other species of concern, which include invertebrates, fishes, mammals birds, 

amphibians, reptiles and vascular plants (Balcones Canyonlands Preserve, 2007; Johnson, 

1996). 

The original management plan for the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve was 

published in 1996 with the establishment of the preserve.  As required by the Endangered 

Species Act there is a complete Environmental Impact Statement and Habitat 

Conservation Plan. In 2007 the most recent land management plan was approved by the 

USFWS and in 2009 the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve Trails Master Plan was adopted 

(Balcones Canyonlands Conservation Plan Trail Master Plan Committee, 2009; Balcones 

Canyonlands Preserve, 2007; Johnson, 1996).   

The Balcones Canyonlands Preserve Trail Master Plan provides an interesting 

counterbalance to the WFAD process. The Balcones Canyonlands Preserve trail plan 

began in 2007 with an interest from the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve Plan 

Coordinating Committee to increase public access to the properties.  Between 2007 and 

2009, when the Committee approved the report, there was a process of consensus-based 

public involvement.  The process resulted in the creation of the Trail Plan which allowed 

for increased access to tracts in each of the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve macrosites.  

These uses are limited to already grandfathered uses, which are specific to each tract but 

include activities such as hiking, swimming, tubing and picnicking.  Many of these 

grandfathered uses are permitted on sites co-managed with the City of Austin Parks and 
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Recreation Division. (Balcones Canyonlands Conservation Plan Trail Master Plan 

Committee, 2009)   

The Balcones Canyonlands Preserve Trail Master Plan increased access to a 

number of Preserve properties. The Trail Master Plan approved a number of activities, 

including hiking, hiking with dogs, trail running, and biking, similar to the activities that 

are desired for the WFAD trail. Sites such as the Bull Creek Preserve, which limits 

activity to hiking with a permit during nesting season will allow continue limiting nesting 

season recreation but will expand non-nesting season recreation from hiking or group 

tours to include biking, running and experimental mountain biking.  The Cortaña Tract 

was also approved for expanded recreational uses, although it had only previously been 

approved for educational/research access and guided educational group tours (Balcones 

Canyonlands Conservation Plan Trail Master Plan Committee, 2009). 

For both the WQPL and the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve there are current 

plans to increase public access to these lands.  While the WFAD trail arose because of the 

advocacy of a single stakeholder, the Hill Country Conservancy, with the assistance of 

the Austin city staff, a larger group of stakeholders developed the Balcones Canyonlands 

Preserve trail plan.  The consensus driven process for the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve 

can be seen as a more sensitive way of approaching the process of allowing access to 

environmentally sensitive areas, one that perhaps should have been considered by the 

WFAD trail advocates. And perhaps offers a good approach for the WFAD advocates as 

it considers expanded use. 
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Chapter 8: Recommendations for the Walk for a Day Trail 

When considering the Walk for a Day (WFAD) trail on the Water Quality 

Protection Lands (WQPL) there are a number of recommendations that can be derived 

from the academic sources and case studies referenced in the previous chapters. In 

developing recommendations it was important to consider the environmental needs of the 

WQPL because the properties were acquired to protect the water quality and quantity in 

the Edwards Aquifer and as a result of their karst features are sensitive beyond most open 

spaces.  It is because of this sensitivity that any recreation occurring on the surface must 

be planned in such a way to minimize environmental degradation to the site. 

In order to establish recreational facilities, specifically the Walk for a Day trail, 

on this sensitive karst landscape four areas of recommendation are offered: 

1. Planning 

2. Implementation 

3. Monitoring 

4. Funding 

PLANNING 
 
Recommendation: Complete a full planning process using the Limits of Acceptable 
Change method with the support and participation of stakeholders, such as the Water 
Quality Protection Lands Stakeholder Steering Committee. 

The first step in ensuring that any development on the WQPL should be a 

planning process. By completing a thorough management plan it is easier to ensure that 

any actions taken on the WQPL property, such as the establishment of the WFAD trail, 

are within the acceptable limits for the properties.  The LAC (LAC) method would be 

suited to this situation because it involves the public input making recommendations. 
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As seen in the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve case study, community 

participation can provide for a more positive, and accepted planning process.  This 

process of including all user groups was particularly important in the Beaverhead-

Deerlodge National Forest, where not fully integrating the stakeholders resulted in a 

mountain biking community opposing the plan. Finding a way to meet needs of the 

majority of the users, without compromising the limits defined by the user groups 

themselves, will result in better overall management.  Prohibiting certain behaviors 

without discussions with an affected user group is likely to create a situation where 

management strategies are subverted (McCool, 2000) to the detriment of the resource. It 

is recognized in the literature that the inclusion of users in the definition of changes, and 

ultimately access and use strategies, yields a consensus based process which can result in 

a more successful plan (Eagles & McCool, 2002). 

IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Recommendation: Implement a combination of use restrictions and spatial management 
techniques to minimize user impact from the Walk for a Day trail on the Water Quality 
Protection Lands.  

Implementing strong access management techniques is important for the WQPL. 

The sensitive nature of the resource and concern about off-trail resources, specifically 

caves, means any plan must at least protect both water quality and users from harm. For 

this reason a combination of use limits and spatial management strategies should be 

implemented on the site. 

While use limits are generally disliked, they may very well be a necessary evil for 

the WFAD trail.  The first approach to use limits would be to restrict when, not how 

much, use can occur. Determining the times of year, or specific conditions, most 

damaging to the aquifer, would permit objective limits to be placed on facility during 
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those periods.  This could take the form of closures after rain events, something that 

already occurs on other WQPL trails. While a closed trail may not deter the most diehard 

users, a system of closing the trail during particularly sensitive times can significantly 

reduce impact by minimizing traffic. 

If temporal use limits are not working there may be a need for a general use limit.  

This process would likely take the form of a permit system, where a hiker must register to 

obtain a permit to use the properties.  Due to the length of the trail it is unlikely that the 

trail would require a waiting list or lottery to distribute permits, but may have to function 

on a “one-out-one-in” method as used at Barton Springs Pool. A permit system is used on 

some of the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve properties, including Bull Creek Preserve 

(Balcones Canyonlands Conservation Plan Trail Master Plan Committee, 2009).  While 

users would likely be frustrated at a use limit, it would be for specific environmental 

protection reasons, which is one of the few reasons that users accept for use limits 

(McCool & Stankey, 2001).  

Another method of use limits that would be relevant to the WQPL is the guided 

group tour strategy. While this technique is currently used by the WQPL, it should be 

expanded, as a means of providing access to “off-trail” resources, such as caves that are 

too sensitive or dangerous to be accessed by the general public. An example of this might 

be guided tours to some of the caves along the trails similar to the approach at Wind Cave 

and at the Balcones Canyonlands Preserve and Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife 

Refuge.  

Spatial techniques will also be useful techniques for the WFAD trail.  These 

techniques, particularly the spatial segregation and containment strategies can be used to 

direct user impacts onto more durable surfaces and limit environmental impact.  These 

spatial strategies can be used to create buffers around sensitive karst features (spatial 
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segregation), and to establish strong, well-defined trails to discourage user-made trails 

(spatial containment).  These techniques were used by a majority of projects referenced 

earlier, including the Balcones Canyonlands National Wildlife Refuge, Beaverhead-

Deerlodge National Forest, and the other WQPL trails. As with use limits, many users 

will defy any form of management, including spatial strategies. But, designing the trail in 

such a way as to discourage social trails it may be possible to significantly reduce the 

number of people choosing to go off-trail. 

 

MONITORING 
 
Recommendation: Ensure regular monitoring of surface conditions and water quality to 
provide feedback on how well management techniques are meeting the requirements of 
the Limits of Acceptable Change. 

No matter how well the trails are designed, or uses are limited, it is impossible to 

imagine the WFAD trail will not have some impact on the environment of the WQPL.  

Regular monitoring is the best way to ensure that any user changes are within the 

parameters established by the LAC. As seen in the case of parking at Wind Cave, the 

impact of monitoring water quality made it possible to identify and remedy issues 

associated with access.  

Ongoing monitoring and a willingness to adapt the management plan are key 

steps to stable long-term use of the land for both resource protection and recreation. By 

continually checking behavior against impacts, modifications can be made to the 

recreational access management strategies, which can result in an optimization of both 

the recreational experience and the water resource.   
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FUNDING 

 
 
Recommendation: Develop a supervisory management and financing strategy that will 
provide staff and funds for planning, implementing and monitoring the impact of the 
Walk for a Day trail on the Water Quality Protection Lands. 

Without this fourth step, none of the previous three steps are possible. Staff and 

money are required to carry out any sort of land management project. As mentioned in 

Chapter 2, the WQPL does not currently have funds for staffing or management for 

recreation, so alternate sources must be secured.  

The first step in this process is the development of a semi-autonomous 

organization, a Walk for a Day Trail Committee. This committee could be somewhat 

similar to the Balcones Canyonlands Conservation Plan Coordination Committee, and 

oversee the management of the trail and supervise its budget. There is already an 

established group of stakeholders for the WQPL, who developed the initial recreation 

management plan, who could form the basis of this new trail management committee. 

Funding for the Walk for a Day Trail Committee could come from a number of 

sources including federal and state grants, non-profit organizations, and private 

fundraising efforts.  However, due to the interest from the City of Austin to develop the 

WFAD trail the City would be a logical source from which to secure at least partial 

funding. The Hill Country Conservancy is another funding resource as they are involved 

in the development of the WFAD trail and have experience with fundraising. Beyond the 

issue of money, the involvement of the stakeholders and users to develop a consensus 

based management plan would be the most effective way to ensure the WFAD is a 

sustainable trail that does not violate the tenants of the WQPL.  
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Chapter 9: Conclusion 

Watching the crowds at Barton Springs Pool, on the Town Lake Hike and Bike 

Trail or in the Greenbelt it is possible to see Austinites doing what they do best - enjoying 

the outdoors.  Whether it is swimming, hiking, biking, or climbing, being outdoors is 

popular with many of the city’s residents. However, many of these sites are becoming 

more crowded, with human traffic jams on the Town Lake Trail and maximum 

occupancy at Barton Springs Pool. The residents of Austin are looking for new places to 

enjoy their favorite outdoor pursuits.  With a growing population, demands for new 

recreational spaces are likely to increase. Unfortunately there is less land available in 

Texas for public recreation than any other state in the West (Slusher, 2008). 

With this desire for public recreation space it is not surprising that there has been 

a drive to expand the trail system in Austin. The Water Quality Protection Lands  

(WQPL) properties would be ideal for recreation, as they are already owned by the City, 

are close to downtown Austin and are in a natural state.  However, there are legal 

requirements, found in the language of the bond that financed the purchase of the WQPL, 

that state environmental functions take priority over all other uses.  Despite these 

constraints, the Walk for a Day (WFAD) trail has been approved by the Austin Water 

Utility to make use of the WQPL, potentially putting recreation and environmental 

protection on a collision course. 

This issue of preservation versus public use is one that has arisen many times in 

the discussion of nature, or more specifically wilderness. The early 20th century works of 

John Muir, a transcendental preservationist, and Gifford Pinchot, a utilitarian 

conservationist, best represent this conflict. Since that time there have been a number of 
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attempts to unite the two positions including in the works of Aldo Leopold who proposed 

a new understanding of nature that included humans, and William Jordan III, an 

ecological restorationist who called for a reframing of nature to include humans and their 

impact. 

The shift from separated uses, preservation or utility, towards a harmonized 

ecological restoration approach mirrors the development of mixed-use development in 

towns and cities.  This approach, advocated by Jane Jacobs and others, found ways to 

bring together seemingly disparate land uses. Commercial and residential land uses, 

which had been separated just decades earlier in an interest to protect health, safety and 

welfare, were reunited in a mixed-use plan. In the same manner, open space areas could 

benefit from combining recreational activities and environmental protection. 

As the case studies show, it is possible to combine seemingly non-compatible 

uses, resource protection and recreation, and manage them in such a way as to allow both 

uses to coexist. This new relationship can be used to give rise to new protected spaces 

that co-locate environmental and human services, such as flood control mechanisms and 

recreation.  The interest in developing these spaces may be increasing as cities grow and 

undeveloped land becomes scarce. By allowing boating on a detention pond, or a 

mountain biking trail along an electrical power easement, or even a hiking trail on a land 

dedicated to water quality protection, it is possible to utilize publicly owned resources to 

their fullest extent.  This new way of using open space could help to increase recreational 

opportunities without sacrificing the economic or environmental services being provided 

by that land. 

A management plan for the WFAD trail is both possible and necessary.  By 

securing funding for planning and implementation of a management plan it is possible to 

develop the WFAD trail that will enhance the quality of life in Austin and still protect the 
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sensitive karst landscape. Not only will the WFAD trail serve the residents of Austin, it 

can also be a model for developing mixed-used open spaces in Texas and the United 

States. 
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